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1o Introduction. The axiomatic characterization of homotopy
theory has been established by several authors [3-5]. In [3, S.T.
Hu proposed the problem to present a new definition of the Whitehead
products so that they might be fixed into the axiomatic scheme
without appeal to the geometric representation of the homotopy
groups. In this paper, we shall give an answer of this problem.
First, the cross products will be defined; this is accomplished by using
the commutator maps in loop spaces (cf. [2] and [6]). Then the
Whitehead products will be given by the well-known formula a,/
--F(a) for a(X, x0), /,(X, Zo), where F: Xv X-->X is the
folding map (cf. [13 or [7]).

2. The cross and the Whitehead products. Let (X, A, z0) be
a triplet of topological spaces and let D(X; A, z0) be a path space of
X consisting of maps a: I-->X such that a(0)eA, a(1)=x0. A constant
path a: I-->X such that a(t)=Zo for all t eI will be denoted by the
same letter z0 and is considered as a base point of D(X; A, Zo). If
any confusion does not occur, we denote D(X; A, Zo) simply by D(X,
A) and D(X, Zo) by DX. For a map f: (X, A, Zo)->(Y, B, Yo), we shall
denote by Dr: 9(X; A, z0)-+l)(Y; B, Yo) a map such that (Of)(x)(t)
=f(x(t)).

Let H={, *, 3} be a given axiomatie homotopy theory (we shall
denote the multiplieation in homotopy groups by +). It is shown in

3 that there exists an isomorphism

12: (X, A, Zo)=_(O(X, A), o), for n>0.

Now, a cross product operation is a funetion defined for all pairs
of homotopy groups .(X, Zo) and .(Y, Yo) of any two spaces (X, Xo)
and (Y, Vo) and it is required to satisfy the following eonditions.

Let a e ,(X, z0), /3 e .(r, Yo).
(a) In case re=n=0. According to the definition of 0-dimen-

sional homotopy groups, a and /3 are considered as path-components
of X and Y, respectively. Let x e a, y e/3. A path component 7 of
X Y modulo Xv Y (----XyoXo Y) containing (x, y) depends only
on a and /3. A cross product of a and /3 is defined by

a X/3=Te=o(Xx Y, Xv Y, (0, Yo))-
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(b) In case m=0, n;>0 or m0, n=0. We may consider the
case m=0, n0; the other case is treated similarly. Let xlea, where

is considered as a path-component of X modulo Zo. Define a map
3",; (Y, Yo, Yo)->(X Y, Xv Y, (xl, Yo)) by j(y)-(xl, y) and define a
cross product aXe(Xx Y, Xv Y, (x, Yo)) by

x #=#,(#).
By using another point lea, we can define a#e(XX Y, Xv

Y, (, Y0)). There exists a path a: I->X such that a(0)--x, a(1)----.
Define a path a’: I->Xx Y by a’(t):(a(t), Yo). Then a’ determines a
transformation (homomorphism for n>0)

;- .(xx Y, x Y, (,, u0))-=.(xx Y, x Y, (,, 0))
and we can prove that a-#:a,(a X) for any path a. Now there
exists an n-th abstract homotopy group of XX Y modulo Xv Y for
a path component aX (we may denote it by .(Xx Y, Xv Y, (a, Y0))
which is isomorphic to (Xx Y, Xv Y, (x, Yo))for each xea (cf. [3

8). Hence we can consider a X fl as an element of r.(Xx Y, Xv Y,
(a, Yo)) and this is determined uniquely by a and .

Remark. #, is a monomorphism for the case aXo. For if we
define a map q,: (Xx Y, Xv Y, (xl, yo))->(Y, Yo, Yo) by

q,(x, y)-- Iy’
Yo,

then q, j,--identity.
(c) In case m:> 0, n>0, we require that

e=.(x Y, x Y, (o, o)).
Furthermore, cross products must satisfy the following axiom.

Axiom of cross products

9a(a X fl)-- (-- 1)"- 19q (.Oa x
where 9 is a commutator map of 9XxgY to (Xv Y) defined by

(, )=(, o)(0, )(-’, o)(o, -)
((x, Yo) is a loop in Xv Y such that (x, yo)(t)--(x(t), Yo) for tel)and
q is a modified induced transformation, whose definition will be
given in the following. First, we shall prove

Lemma 1. Let f’(X, xo)->(Y, yo) be a map such that f lA-O
tel. Xo for A X and let H" A I--> Y be its homoopy such that
H(a, 0)---- f(a), H(a, 1)-yo, for aeA. Then there exists a transformation
(homomorphism for n>0)

f .(x, A, o) -(, o),
called a modified induced transformation by f and H.

Proof. It is clear for n-0. For n>0, define a map f: 9(X, A)
-2(Y) by

[H(x(0), 1 2t), 0_<t< 1/2,
f(x)(t)--

(f(x(2t--1)), 1/2tl.
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using the

Then we have a required transformation f by f=J-fa2.
Now, if m>l, nl or m--n--l, o, is defined by Lemma 1 by

following nullhomotopy H" ((2XvY)X I-->O(Xv Y) of

((x(4t(1--s)), Yo),
J(x(1-s), yo),

H(x, Yo, s) (t) )(x((S--4t)(1-- s)), Yo),
((o, o),

0<t<},

((o, yo), o__<t<,
y((4t-1)(1-s))), t< 1/2,

((Xo, y((a-4t)(1-s))), tl,
for xgX, ygY,

If m= 1, n> 1, determines a transformation
: ,_(OXxOL OXvOL (xx, y0))o,-(O(Xv r), (xxoxx, Yo)),

where
O(Xv Y) such that a(s)(t)=H(x, Yo, s)(t) gives a path connecting
(XXoXx, Yo) with (x0, Yo), there exists a transformation. ._(o(x Y), (or, uo)).- (o(x r), (o, Uo)).
we can show that the element (a. oq)(OaxO)._(O(Xv Y), (x0, Yo))
does not dend on the choice of a int xOa. Then, using the same
letter, we define a transformation

" ._(OXxOX, OXvOY, (x,yo))_(O(XvY), (Xo, Yo)), by taking--a. for m-- 1, n> 1. It is similarly defined for m> 1, n-- 1.
Now we proceed to define the Whitehead products in the axio-

matic homotopy theory.
Let F" XvXX the folding map, i.e. F(x, Xo)--x, F(xo, x)--x

for xX. A Whitehead product a,+._( x0) ofa(x0) and
.(X, Xo), m>0, n0 is defined by the formula,, J-,(.x).

Remark 1. There are some ssibilities in the determination of
the sign in the axiom of cross products. For example, we can take
(--1) instead of (--1)’-; if we takea by a=(--1)’aX, then
OO(a)=(--1) q(OaO) holds.

Remark 2. In case a (A) and %.(Y, B), their cross product
ax+.(Xx Y, Ax YXxB) can defined also by the ave con-
ditions (we shall need to modify slightly the definition of ).

In a subsequent par, we shall prove the existence and unique-
ness of the cross and the Whitehead products.
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